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THE PROPERTY
A good sized ground floor apartment
occupying a very pleasant position within
this modern development which is ideally
located for access to the City Centre and for
numerous local amenities. The property will
be of particular interest to first time buyers
and investors. VIEWING RECOMMENDED.
EPC rating D.

THE ACCOMMODATION
A security entry system leads into a
communal hallway where a further door
then gives access to the private entrance
hall of the flat. The main living/dining/kitchen
is a decent size and a light and airy
space having double glazed windows to
two elevations. It is fitted with a range of
modern units which include an inset sink
unit, integrated oven and hob and washer
plumbing. It also provides ample space
for a couple of sofas and a dining table
and chairs. There are two bedrooms, both
of which are good size doubles and one
of the bedrooms has an en-suite shower
room with shower cubicle, wc and wash
basin. The main bathroom has a white three
piece suite which includes a shower fitting
over the bath. Externally there are well kept
communal gardens, a designated parking
space and additional visitors parking.

DIMENSIONS

Living Dining Kitchen
4.56mx5.10m(14'11"x16'9")

Master Bedroom
3.34mx3.40m(10'11"x11'2")

En-Suite Shower Room
2.31mx1.45m(7'7"x4'9")

Guest Bedroom
4.46mx2.73m(14'8"x8'11")

House Bathroom
2.32mx1.69m(7'8"x5'7")
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IMPORTANT NOTE TO PURCHASERS: We endeavour to make our sales particulars accurate and reliable, however, they do not constitute or form part of an offer or any contract and none is to be relied upon as statements of representation
or fact. The services, systems and appliances listed in this specification have not been tested by us and no guarantee as to their operating ability or efficiency is given. All measurements have been taken as guide to prospective buyers only,
and are not precise. Floor plans where included are not to scale and accuracy is not guaranteed. If you require clarification or further information on any points, please contact us, especially if you are travelling some distance to view. Fixtures
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